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Top stories and the latest on Oracle Database.
Oracle Database 23ai

Larry Ellison, Oracle Chairman and CTO and Juan Loaiza, Executive VP announced Oracle Database 23ai, which marks an inflection point in Oracle's journey. Hit Replay to listen to Juan's short and sweet explanation of its key features. Or read about the Oracle Database 23ai announcement [here](#).

Where to find Oracle Database 23ai info?

Where to find 23ai info?  

Oracle Gen AI Certification
Oracle Graph and Oracle Transportable Binary XML

Oracle Graph 24.2
Explore extended LATERAL queries and other updates!

Learn more.

Transportable Binary XML
Oracle Database 23ai introduces Transportable Binary XML.

Learn more.
Zero to low-cost Autonomous Database for Developers!

Oracle Autonomous Database for Developers provides Autonomous databases for developers on Dedicated Exadata Infrastructure and Exadata Cloud@Customer at no additional cost.

From the Desk of the Editor

Dear Readers, is there an Oracle story or event you would like us to cover? Let us know your feedback. I am Suresh Rajan, the Managing Editor. Email me at suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com or my colleague Priya Sharma at priya.p.sharma@oracle.com.

DOAG 2024 Database with Exadaya

May 15-16, 2024

Learn about Oracle Vector Search, Oracle Database 23c features and opportunities, Engineered Systems, Zero Data Loss Recovery
Webinar: Oracle's In-Database SQL Firewall

Learn to protect your databases from unauthorized access. Attend the webinar on May 15, 2024.

Register now.

 Romanian User Group Conference

May 23-24, 2024

Learn about Oracle Database, APEX, AI, cloud, security and many more topics from rockstar speakers at the ConTech 2024 conference to be held from May 23-24 in Bucharest, Romania.

Register today.

Appliance, ExadataCloud@Customer, Exadata@Azure and much more from experts. Attend the DOAG conference from May 15-16, 2024 in Dusseldorf, Germany.
Introducing Live Share

Collaborate efficiently with Live Share on Autonomous.

Proper SQL in MongoDB apps

Oracle offers developers its powerful SQL in MongoDB API.

Register now.

All About Autonomous

Explore.

Learn more.

Video Spotlight
23ai = AI + Converged Data
Oracle CTO Larry and EVP Juan announce 23ai.

Suno AI makes massive waves
Suno AI generates beautiful songs with Oracle Cloud.

Watch now.
Watch now.

Community
Content from our community of developers
Database Security

Importance of Database Security Assessment

Learn more.

Globally Distributed ADB

Learn about Globally Distributed Autonomous Database.

Learn more.

Learn more.... for free!

Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on Oracle LiveLabs.

Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle’s interactive Live SQL site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

Build Muscles at Oracle Dev Gym by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.

Useful links to keep your skills sharp

Blogs: Oracle Developers | Oracle Database Insider | Oracle Cloud Infrastructure | Oracle APEX

Videos: Oracle’s Database Product Management YouTube channel

Websites: Oracle Database | Oracle Autonomous Database | Oracle Developer Resource Center | Oracle Developer Tutorials
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